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Manifesto

MANIFESTO:

We exist to help our members 

live life long and well; to move the 

way they want to without worry, 

doubts, or fears; to live life free.

To do that, to live life long and 

well, you have to be fit.

Which brings up the perennial 

question: What does it mean to be 

fit?

There are a lot of definitions 

depending on who you talk to.

WebMD defines fitness as “being 

able to perform physical activity”.

Of course if you think about that for 

a minute, you’ll realize that the 

definition is incomplete.

Physical activity can be anything 

from strolling around the block to 

competing in an ultra-marathon.

We clearly need a better definition.

So, what about this from American 

Heritage Medical Dictionary: “The 

state or condition of being physically 

1644, from It. manifesto  "public declaration explaining past 
actions and announcing the motive for forthcoming ones," 
originally "proof," from L. manifestus
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sound and healthy, especially as the 

result of exercise and proper 

nutrition.”

Huh?

What does “physically sound and 

healthy” mean? The absence of illness 

or disease? That all limbs are intact?

You probably get the point. Fitness 

is a poorly defined concept lacking a 

widely accepted definition.

Our scientific or technical definition 

is this: Fitness is the state of being 

suitably adapted to the demands of 

an environment or situation and 

across a set of specific physical 

standards.

What this means, in everyday 

language, is you can meet whatever 

life throws your way; you can move 

the way you want to without worry, 

doubts or fears. You’re ready.
How fit you need to be then 

depends on what you need or 
want to do.

Unless you have very specific 

interests, what most people need is 

fitness across certain standards and 

the only way to achieve this is to 

train.

Looking Fit and Being Fit 
Are Not The Same

A lot of people equate looking a 

certain way with being fit and there’s 

some merit to that. 

But the mass media, trainers, fitness 

sites, all sell body image as one of the 

Movement is Life 
Through movement, we 
interact with our world; 
enjoy life and others.

To move the way you want 
to and need to forms the 
basis for a happy and free 
life. 

LIVE LIFE FREE

Fitness is the 
state of being 

suitably adapted to 
the demands of an 

environment or 
situation.
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main reasons to “workout” and as the only benchmark 

to measure your health of fitness. They play to your 

emotions; making you feel that if you don’t look like a 

super model or a guy on the cover of men’s fitness 

magazine, you don’t measure up. It’s not true.

“Six pack abs” has become the Holy Grail of fitness 

regardless of how risky it is, especially for women, to 

get down to such extremely low levels of fat that reveal 

the abdominal muscles. 

Yes, if you’re 50 lbs. over your ideal weight, then 

you’ll not look terribly fit. But appearances are also 

deceiving.

The image below is an MRI - a cross section of the 

thigh - of two people of approximately the same size 

and body weight. 

The white is fat; the dark areas are muscles. Notice 

that the image on the right has substantially more fat 

than the one on the left. Just because you appear “thin” 

doesn’t mean you’re fit.

What you should know about Fusion is this: If you 

want a hard body, carved abs, super slender thighs, 

bulging biceps; if you’re chasing the body of your 

dreams as promised by a gazillion fitness methods and 

sites, well, we’re not chasing it with you.

And the reason is we believe that the shape your 

body is in is far more important than the shape of your  

body. 

Will you lose weight, tone up, and generally “look 

fit” from joining the ActiveAge Blueprint? Absolutely. 

Just as a gymnast’s body comes from training and 

nutrition, an NFL running back’s body comes from 

training and nutrition, or a world class sprinter’s body 

comes from training and nutrition, so will yours.

Fitness is Not Aerobic Mastery 
The main stream media and general public often 

look to endurance oriented athletes - running, 

swimming, cycling - as examples of ultimate fitness.

And while it’s true that these athletes are fit for 

their respective sports, we don’t agree that endurance 

events constitute the kind of health & fitness one needs 

to live life free.

Endurance athletes spend a lot of time training for 

their respective sports. It’s the only way to be highly 

competitive in long distance runs or swims. And they 

develop, unless they also specifically add other types of 

training to their routine, biomechanical faults - 

weakness or inflexibilities in certain body regions that 

then lead to pain and dysfunction.

For example, runners often develop isolated 

weakness of the hip muscles that then leads to 

Iliotibial Band Syndrome while swimmers develop 

Secondary Impingement Syndrome from muscular 

imbalances in the shoulder. 

To live life free, you need a certain amount of 

physical capability in the following categories:

• Balance and flexibility

• Strength

• Core endurance
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• Stamina

• Power

• Aerobic Capacity

Each of these categories is well 

understood by experts in the strength 

and conditioning world but thus far, 

we are the only group that has 

assembled them into a single list of 

standards that is also used as a 

framework for the design of training 

routines. 

By improving your abilities across 

these standards, you also improve 

your ability to handle a variety of 

conditions or challenges. So, everyday 

tasks become easier and even athletic 

activities are well tolerated. You can 

run, lift, pull, push, carry, twist, hop, 

and throw as needed. And that 

equates to living life free.

Fitness Can Improve 
Wellness and Health 

Health is a spectrum that 

encompasses sickness on one end 

and wellness on the other. Fitness 

increases overall health by elevating 

wellness. 

Can you be healthy and not fit? 

Yes, but the degree of health is less. 

Training changes your body but 

more specifically, it can make you 

younger. 

Strength training causes certain 

genes to change in your muscles. The 

gene profile actually switches back to 

a younger age. And, it appears that 

strength training targets only the 

genes associated with aging. Strength 

training makes your muscles younger.  

You may have heard the phrase, 

“Use it or lose it”. Well, the is 

especially true for your brain . 

The less you use certain 

movements, the less you need the 

connections in the brain that govern 

those movements. And, this isn’t a big 

problem until you really need to do 

something like get something off the 

floor while balancing on one leg. 

The connections in the brain 

which seem to weaken with aging and 

affect movement are in the 

cerebellum. One of the main 

functions of the cerebellum is to help 

you balance. When you must stand on 

one leg, bend and pick up an object, 

it is the cerebellum that coordinates 

the muscles. The more you sit and the 

less you challenge your balance, the 

less the cerebellum does. The 

synaptic connections gradually fade 

away. And training, is your only hope. 

Fitness is the ultimate ant-

aging weapon.

Training Delivers
The only known way to change 

physical capacity is to train which is 

not the same thing as “working out” 

or “exercising”.

MORE INFO
Endurance type 
training, as a sole 
means of improving 
fitness, often leads 
to muscular 
imbalances and 
dysfunction.
Runners develop weakness 
in the hip muscles that 
leads to Iliotibial Band 
Syndrome

Fredericson, M., C. L. 
Cookingham, et al. (2000). 
"Hip abductor weakness in 
distance runners with 
iliotibial band syndrome." 
Clin J Sport Med 10(3): 
169-75. 

Swimmers develop 
Secondary Impingement of 
the Shoulder from muscular 
imbalances.

Allegrucci, M., S. L. 
Whitney, et al. (1994). 
"Clinical implications of 
secondary impingement of 
the shoulder in freestyle 
swimmers." J Orthop 
Sports Phys Ther 20(6): 
307-18.

http://www.plosone.org/article/info:doi/10.1371/journal.pone.0000465
http://www.plosone.org/article/info:doi/10.1371/journal.pone.0000465
http://www.plosone.org/article/info:doi/10.1371/journal.pone.0000465
http://www.plosone.org/article/info:doi/10.1371/journal.pone.0000465
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/11991541
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/11991541
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Both of those terms have a generic, purposeless 

quality. Training is both planned and purposeful. 

Training has a practice component. You not only 

aim to improve, for example strength, but also 

coordination which is blending and controlling 

balance, flexibility, and strength. The effect of training 

alters both specific physical and chemical properties of 

the body as well as the nervous system. You change.

But the way you train matters.

TRAINING SHOULD BE CONSISTENTLY VARIABLE
This is one of the most important aspects of a 

training regimen. By using this principle of variability, 

you do several good things for yourself:

• Reduce risk of injury. Repeating the same 

movement patterns week after week exposes you 

to repetitive stress injuries. And by practicing a 

variety of movements, you cover all potential areas 

of weakness or loss of mobility.

• Maximize energ y expenditure. The body is 

inherently lazy. It masters movements fairly quickly 

to reduce excess use of energy. By rotating routines 

that we call Elements, your body never quite 

reaches the point of efficiency so you work harder 

within each routine although at lower loads (and 

again reduce your risk of injury).

• Reduce boredom. One of the complaints 

people have about their “workouts” is sameness. 

The routine becomes, well, routine. Our approach 

of rotating Elements within a training week 

eliminates sameness and greatly alleviates 

boredom.

ROUTINES MUST INCLUDE SIX DEGREES OF FREEDOM
When we move, our bodies travel through space in 

very defined pathways. These pathways are the six 
degrees of freedom.

Look at the image and you’ll see what looks like 

three large sheets of glass inserted through the body. 

Each one of these sheets is a plane. So, when you bend 

forward at the waist, you move through one plane, 

when you bend 

sideways, you move 

through another and 

when you twist or 

turn, you move 

through another.

A degree of 

freedom is just a 

displacement or 

movement of the 

body in a particular 

manner (and includes 

the three planes of 

motion):

• Moving up and down (heaving);

• Moving left and right (swaying);

• Moving forward and backward (surging) – e.g. 

bending

• Tilting forward and backward (pitching);

• Turning left and right (yawing); – turning

• Tilting side to side (rolling) – bending sideways

WHY THE SIX DEGREES OF FREEDOM MATTER TO YOU
Most of us don't live in a primal world hunting (for 

our meals at least), sprinting for safety, or wrestling 

(except with a remote). So, we "exercise" as a way of 

developing or maintaining our bodies.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Degrees_of_freedom_%28mechanics%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Degrees_of_freedom_%28mechanics%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Degrees_of_freedom_%28mechanics%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Degrees_of_freedom_%28mechanics%29
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Most exercise routines focus on one or two 

movement planes and 1 or 2 degrees of freedom at the 

most.For example, if your routine is pushups, pull ups, 

squats, lunges, and an overhead press, you're moving 

mostly in one plane of motion or direction. As a result, 

you can develop weakness in the muscles, tendons, 

ligaments that are not used during those movements. 

Over time, this is how you develop muscle imbalances 

and even over-use injuries.

Optimal health is dependent on optimal movement: 

balanced, strong, fluid motion. We have to plan our 

movements through training since many of us are desk 

jockeys. We have to think about how to use the six 

degrees of freedom to achieve a balanced, strong body.

Below is an example that covers five of the six 

degrees of freedom in one drill to give you an idea of 

how powerful our programming is. To view the movie, 

click the link. 

Six Degrees of Freedom VIDEO Example

TRAINING ROUTINES SHOULD BE AS MOBILE AS 
POSSIBLE, SCALABLE, AND CONSISTENT

Mobile. We’re all busy. So, sometimes we can’t get to 

a gym or maybe just don’t like gyms. We design the 

Elements to be as mobile as possible requiring simple, 

relatively inexpensive tools. Sure, you can join a gym, use 

heavy iron if you want to but it’s not required to achieve 

high levels of fitness and health. As long as you challenge 

your body within your limits and consistently vary your 

training, you’ll get as fit as you want to be.

Scalable. Now, once the routines are mobile, you 

have to be able, especially at the start, to adjust the 

intensity of the drills to match your capability. This is a 

major drawback to almost every other exercise or fitness 

site you can find. The drills, or at least one or two, are 

almost impossible to scale. For example, an exercise that 

seems to show up a lot in “CORE” routines on other 

fitness sites is something often referred to as Superman 

(see the image). 

This drill is one of the worst drills you can use. it 

delivers very high compressive loads to the spine and 

with it, a high risk of injury. But, in addition to the 

inherent faults of the drill, there really isn’t any way to 

make this drill easier; to scale it to match your ability. 

Of course, as you get more and more fit, you’ll 

tolerate drills that are less scalable and the more 

advanced Elements have drills that aren’t as scalable. But 

when you’re just getting started, you need scalability.

Consistency / Safety. One of the problems you’ll 

find, once you know how to look for it, is that most other 

routines that you can get for free on the Internet (or even 

pay for) will have at least one drill or exercise that carries 

a high level of risk and seems out of place relative to the 

other drills. For example, look at the exercises below 

published on BodyBuilding.com as part of a “beginner” 

core routine. In this case, ALL of the drills are very risky 

for your spine and should never have been classified as 

“beginner” exercises. But, the average consumer has no 

idea. You expect that there would be some degree of 

thought around these routines; that you wouldn’t be 

https://s3.amazonaws.com/fusionaustin/3d_drill_example_640x360.mp4
https://s3.amazonaws.com/fusionaustin/3d_drill_example_640x360.mp4
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exposed to risky drills in a beginner routine. Think 

again (click on the links to see video of the drills).

• Sit up

• Barbell Sidebend

• Lying Leg Raise

• Russian Twist

TRAINING ROUTINES SHOULD IMPROVE ALL ENERGY 
SYSTEM PATHWAYS

Your body has three ways of supplying energy: an 

immediate access system known as Adenosine Tri-

Phosphate or ATP; an intermediate access system 

known as Glycolysis and a long term access system 

known as Fatty Acid Oxidation. 

All three systems need to be trained so you have 

what you need when you need it. If you don’t train the 

systems, they won’t improve the way they deliver 

energy.

The ATP system gives you energy for very short 

burst of activity like sprinting for 100 meters. Glycolysis 

is basically burning sugar and can sustain you for 

several minutes while Fatty Acid Oxidation can last for 

hours. 

These systems - ATP, Glycogen, Fat - overlap with 

one leading to or signaling another. Optimal training 

will help you develop these energy systems. Training 

that leaves these systems out is incomplete.

http://www.bodybuilding.com/exercises/main/popup/name/sit-up
http://www.bodybuilding.com/exercises/main/popup/name/sit-up
http://www.bodybuilding.com/exercises/main/popup/name/barbell-side-bend
http://www.bodybuilding.com/exercises/main/popup/name/barbell-side-bend
http://www.bodybuilding.com/exercises/main/popup/name/flat-bench-lying-leg-raise
http://www.bodybuilding.com/exercises/main/popup/name/flat-bench-lying-leg-raise
http://www.bodybuilding.com/exercises/main/popup/name/russian-twist
http://www.bodybuilding.com/exercises/main/popup/name/russian-twist
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The Importance of Nutrition in Health, 
Wellness, and Fitness

A commonly held belief in the world of fitness, 

when it comes to weight loss, is the “energy balance 

equation” or calories out minus calories in equals 

weight loss.

This equation is simplistic and misleading.

The idea that a calorie is a calorie was nicely 

debunked in Gary Taubes’ Good Calories, Bad Calories 

Reading this book will give you a great in-depth view of 

how powerful foods are in the human body and how 

using the energy balance equation to control body 

weight is a mistake.

I have a friend who owns a very high-end sports 

performance car. And the engine runs ONLY on 

premium gas. If you put anything else into this car, 

some bad things happen: lower mileage, loss of power, 

and it may damage the engine. The difference between 

premium gasoline and regular is that premium has a 

higher octane rating and permits higher compression 

in the cylinder without “knocking” or basically a small 

but sudden explosion. And higher compression means 

more power. It’s the octane mixture in the fuel that’s 

important.

The same is true for the body. If you fuel your body 

with lower grade stuff – sugar loaded, refined 

carbohydrates, or calorically dense yet nutritionally 

sparse fuel, your engine will not run very well and, 

unlike a car, your body will change and for the worse. 

You’re much more likely to gain fat eating the 

“Standard American Diet” – low fat, higher refined 

carbohydrate, low to moderate protein, high sugar than 

if you follow not only our suggestions but those of 

some fairly well respected people in the nutritional 

world.

The USDA recently published guidelines for the 

average American (see the “USDA” plate on the left 

below). In contrast, our view, based on nutritional 

science and research is drastically different. The USDA 

plate, while appearing “balanced” is low in fat and high 

in carbohydrates - two variables which are associated 

with declining health.

We want to build our bodies to last and part of that 

process is thinking of food as fuel as opposed to fun, 

or a hobby, or entertainment, or stress relief. Sure, go 

out once a week to a favorite restaurant and enjoy your 

self but don’t think you can do that several times a 

week and have a body that is in shape and has a shape 

to match.

THE ACTIVEAGE BLUEPRINT FUEL PLAN -BASICS
Reduce or eliminate refined carbohydrates. A 

refined carbohydrate has been stripped of most of its 

nutrients through a machined process that separates 

the bran and the germ from whole grain. The result is a 

much longer food shelf life. Think white rice, pastas, 

bagels, breads, cereals.Why does this matter? The 

refining process concentrates the carbohydrate so once 

it’s digested it rapidly converts into a truck load of 

sugar in your body. Your pancreas, in response to rapid 

http://www.amazon.com/Good-Calories-Bad-Gary-Taubes/dp/B002BWQ58G/ref=sr_1_2?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1329053494&sr=1-2
http://www.amazon.com/Good-Calories-Bad-Gary-Taubes/dp/B002BWQ58G/ref=sr_1_2?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1329053494&sr=1-2
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rise in blood sugar, pumps out insulin so the sugar can 

be moved out of the blood into muscle cells where it’s 

stored as glycogen and if the muscle cells are full, 

which is most of the time, it gets stored as fat. The 

problem is that your body wasn’t built for a daily 

onslaught of carb conversion and eventually your cells 

become resistant to insulin. This is how you can 

develop diabetes. For more info on how carbs can mess 

up your fuel plan, read this.

Eliminate refined sugar. This is table sugar or the 

sugar you find in candy bars, soda drinks, and as a food 

additive. For an excellent review of the rationale 

behind this, read this piece in the NY Times by Gary 

Taubes. Bottom line, there is nothing redeeming about 

refined sugar. In fact, Robert Lustig, a specialist on 

pediatric hormone disorders and the leading expert in 

childhood obesity at the University of California, San 

Francisco, School of Medicine, considers sugar a 

“toxin”. Enough said.

Eat meat / protein. This is probably the most 

difficult thing to add to your fuel plan. Most of our 

clients, upon interview, discover that they are way 

under fueling themselves with protein. Read this article 

and this one to get the basics on protein. You don’t 

have to eat meat at every meal although it’s easier but 

you do need protein with every meal. 

And just trust me on this. It’s WAY 

more than you think and likely 

currently ingest but it makes a HUGE 

difference in the way your body 

heals, recovers, and grows.

Eat fat. Okay, so this one makes 

just about everyone nervous. Fat? You’re kidding right? 

No, I’m not. The low fat diet promoted by the U.S. 

government in the 90′s has failed. We’re a fatter, sicker 

nation than ever. In fact, Dr. Walter Willett, chairman of 

the department of nutrition at the Harvard School of 

Public Health had this to say: “Fat is not the problem. If 

Americans could eliminate sugary beverages, 

potatoes, white bread, pasta, white rice and sugary 

snacks, we would wipe out almost all the problems we 

have with weight and diabetes and other metabolic 

diseases.“ 

For years we’ve been taught, indoctrinated really, 

with the idea that saturated fat, the kind from animal 

meat sources, is bad for you and causes heart disease 

and a host of other problems. Well, that’s not really 

true. In fact, a study published in the Journal of 

Clinical Nutrition in 2010 found no link between 

saturated-fat consumption and incidence of heart 

attacks.1 The enemy in the lipid world is transfat - 

found primarily in partially hydrogenated vegetable oils 

– common components of processed, packaged foods. 

Science shows us that trans fats boost LDL cholesterol 

and the risk of heart disease and other chronic 

illnesses. Since margarine often contains processed oils 

and trans fats, butter made from organic cream is a 

healthier choice (I know, right? Butter! Wasn’t it Julia 

Childs who once said that butter makes everything 

taste better?). 

For the best sources of good fat, look 

to foods rich in omega-3 fatty acids, 

which studies show can help lower 

the risk of arthritis, heart disease, 

and some cancers. Complement your 

omega-3 intake with 

monounsaturated fats from extra-

virgin olive oil, canola oil, and avocados. Oh, and eat 

meat too. The fats in meat (granted the best source is 

grass fed but depending on where you live, this may 

“Fat is not the 
problem.”  

Dr. Walter Willet, Harvard 

School of Public Health

http://dougkelsey.com/carbs-lead-wrong-way/
http://dougkelsey.com/carbs-lead-wrong-way/
http://www.nytimes.com/2011/04/17/magazine/mag-17Sugar-t.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2011/04/17/magazine/mag-17Sugar-t.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2011/04/17/magazine/mag-17Sugar-t.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2011/04/17/magazine/mag-17Sugar-t.html
http://dougkelsey.com/how-much-protein-is-enough/
http://dougkelsey.com/how-much-protein-is-enough/
http://dougkelsey.com/protein-part-2/
http://dougkelsey.com/protein-part-2/
http://fusionperformancetraining.com/primer-fusion-fuel-2/#footnote_0_6388
http://fusionperformancetraining.com/primer-fusion-fuel-2/#footnote_0_6388
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either be impossible to find or 

ridiculously expensive) are actually good 

for you. And, one more thing, fat blunts 

your appetite. It makes you feel full.2

Eat vegetables and fruit. Well, this 

is probably not new to you but it’s 

worth repeating. You can’t eat too many 

vegetables really. And several servings 

per day is optimal of a mixture of 

brightly colored veggies. And to make 

them tastier, don’t forget, butter is your 

friend now. And, olive oil.  As for fruit, 

we’re not suggesting a monster bowl of 

it three times a day. Some people get 

nervous about the sugar in fruit. But the 

quantity of fruit in the ActiveAge Fuel 

Plan is really fairly small plus you get the 

benefits of  vitamins and fiber.

Limit starch carbohydrates 

(potatoes e. g.). What exactly is a starch 

carbohydrate? Well, practically anything 

made from flour (so think crackers, 

biscuits, cookies, cakes, pie crust, bread) 

and grains (wheat, rice, barley, oats – 

also made into bread, cereal and pasta), 

potatoes, corn, and beans. The reason is 

that starch carbohydrates (not all but 

most) are quickly digested and cause a 

sharp rise in blood sugar. This triggers 

your pancreas to release insulin to help 

move the sugar out of the blood. Now, if 

you’ve just exercised, hard, then you 

have some place to put that sugar – your 

muscles. But if not, then the sugar ends 

up being stored as fat.  The best starches 

to eat are whole beans and lentils. For 

grains, try quinoa, farro, or amaranth. 

The amount you eat varies by your 

genes and your activity level. If you’re a 

tri-athlete and train a couple of hours 

per day, you can probably handle more 

starch than someone who trains two 

days per week for thirty minutes. And 

your genetic profile also influences it 

but this is not very well understood not 

can you predict it. It’s a bit of 

experimentation to find your balance. As 

an example, I can’t eat much starch at all 

so I limit myself to once per week.

Drink water. And lots of it. 

Generally aim for your lean body weight 

in ounces per day.

Limit alcohol. Alcohol and a lean, 

fit body are a difficult combination to 

manage. The science behind it is that 

alcohol, although it does carry a caloric 

load, isn’t easily turned into fat. Instead, 

it stalls your body’s fat burning ability. 

In a study reported in the American 

Journal of Clinical Nutrition, eight men 

were given two drinks of vodka and 

sugar-free lemonade separated by 30 

minutes. Each drink contained under 90 

calories. Lipid oxidation (or your fat 

burning ability) was measured before 

and after consumption of the drink. For 

several hours after drinking the vodka, 

whole body lipid oxidation, dropped by 

a whopping 73%.3 Rather than getting 

stored as fat, your body converts alcohol 

ACTIVEAGE 
BLUEPRINT FUEL 

PLAN
• Reduce or eliminate 
refined 
carbohydrates. 

• Eliminate refined 
sugar.

• Eat meat / protein.

• Eat fat.

• Eat vegetables & 
fruits.

• Limit starch 
carbohydrates. 

• Drink water. 

• Limit alcohol.

http://fusionperformancetraining.com/primer-fusion-fuel-2/#footnote_1_6388
http://fusionperformancetraining.com/primer-fusion-fuel-2/#footnote_1_6388
http://fusionperformancetraining.com/primer-fusion-fuel-2/#footnote_2_6388
http://fusionperformancetraining.com/primer-fusion-fuel-2/#footnote_2_6388
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into acetate in the liver. In this study, blood levels of 

acetate after drinking the vodka were 2.5 times higher 

than normal. And it appears this spike in acetate shuts 

down your fat burning furnace. Some alcohol has been 

shown to have positive health effects but if your just 

starting on your journey to a healthier body and, for 

that matter mind, drop this from your fuel plan at least 

for several weeks and then you can consider adding it 

back in to see what changes in might produce in you.

The Power of Mindset
 Mindset is the most overlooked and underrated 

aspect of developing a healthy and fit lifestyle.

Any change you want to make, in order for it to 

stick, requires you to create a mental and emotional 

framework - a way of looking at what you have to do 

and how you’re going to do it.

Maybe the best example of how mindset influences 

outcome is the process following an injury.

You discover knee pain after a run. You’ve had it 

before but it went away. This time it doesn’t. The down 

cycle starts when you start chasing the symptoms; 

swatting at them like a pesky gnat. Gels, creams, belts, 

straps, braces -  all to let you just keep running. So, 

while you’re doing all that swatting to help you keep 

running, you miss what you’re supposed to learn about 

what your body is trying to tell you, how to respond to 

it, what to do.
Your mindset is gnat swatting ; not learning.

Most of us are gnat swatters because it’s human 

nature. It’s normal to try to get rid of something that’s 

in our way. 

But, when an injury comes for a visit, the thing to 

do is not clench your teeth and grin and bear it nor is it 

to get someone to do something to you to chase away 

the symptoms. Those actions tend to accelerate the 

downward spiral; the things that keep you in the hurt 

locker for months on end and maybe bring your 

running or other activity to a crashing halt.

The thing to do is to ask, “Why? What can I learn 

here? How did I get here? What can I do differently?” 

and then work on fixing your self. The self makes 

decisions. The self chooses to run or not to run. It’s 

the self that needs the instruction, the learning, the 

healing; not your knee. When the self learns, your knee 

heals and you also drastically reduce your chances of 

re-injury.

Sure, you may need help from others to get fixed 

but the difference is that you’re creating a new path; 

one that is upward. It’s a lot harder to do than the 

downward spiral but in the end, way more effective.

I once had a woman come to see me with a case of 

classic “tennis elbow”  – pain over the outer part of the 

elbow that gets worse with gripping.

I asked her what she wanted from our session and 

her response was, “To get rid of this pain in my elbow 

so I can play.”

Bad sign. That’s a gnat swatter attitude.

I can hear you saying, “Well, I wouldn’t want elbow 

pain either.” Of course you want to get rid of your pain 

but if all you’re interested in is pain relief there a lot of 

things that can do that. Drugs for one.

What she really needed was to understand why she 

had the problem, how to restore the health of her 

elbow tissues, and how to prevent it from returning.

But, she wasn’t interested. She just wanted to play 

tennis. Today. She never came back to me again. The 

up cycle takes time. She didn’t want to invest the time 

in her self.
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A winning mindset is critical and one we foster in the 

ActiveAge Blueprint. Without it, you’ll spend a lot of time 

swatting gnats.

Summary
We believe that the path to a happy, hearty, healthy 

life is built on three things:

• A physical training regimen that raises your 

abilities across the standards of fitness (strength, 

balance & flexibility, core endurance, stamina, power, 

and aerobic capacity) and improves your movement 

through the six degrees of freedom;

• A nutritional plan that supports your mind and 

body; maximizes function and helps keep you within 

ideal ranges of body fat and body weight;

• A winning mindset that enhances your resilience 

and ability to stick with healthy habits over time.

If this sounds good to you, I encourage you to join 

us. You can, literally, change your life.
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Doug Kelsey is a physical therapist and human 

performance expert based in Austin, Texas whose 
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teacher. Formerly Associate Professor at the University of 
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books.
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